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a b s t r a c t
Knowledge-based systems (KBS) are advanced systems for representing complex problems. Their architecture and representation formalisms are the groundwork of today’s systems. The knowledge is usually
derived from expertise in speciﬁc areas and has to be validated according to a different methodology than
is used in conventional systems because the knowledge is symbolic. This paper describes the design, definition and evaluation of a knowledge-based system using the CommonKADS (CKADS) methodology to
formally represent contextual information for the Appear platform. We also evaluate the context-aware
information system from the user’s point of view using a U2E system and also validate it through a simulated example in a realistic environment: an airport domain, which is a signiﬁcant step towards formally
building KBS applications.

1. Introduction
A signiﬁcant change is now afoot in how people conceive computing and how they look at their interaction with new technologies. More and more people are coming into contact with
computational resources thanks to the development of devices
such as personal digital assistants (PDAs) and mobile phones,
which have now become very popular and are increasingly being
networked (e.g., Bluetooth, IEEE 802.11). The use of this technology
gave birth to a new concept: mobile computing. The mobile computing ﬁeld is receiving increasing attention as many systems are
designed for this purpose. Most of them aim to be context aware
with the aim of optimizing and automating the distribution of their
services at the right time and in the right place. Context-aware
computing is a paradigm that was ﬁrst deﬁned by Schilit [34] some
years ago. He claimed that the main components of context were:
where you are, who you are with and what resources there are
nearby. This paradigm studies methods for modeling and utilizing
contextual information. This information can be user location, time,
space, type of device, meteorological conditions, user activity,
nearby people or devices, etc. A more widely used deﬁnition of
what context is was given by Dey et al. [14]: ‘‘any information that
characterizes a situation related to the interaction between hu-
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mans, applications, and the surrounding environment’’. As can be
observed from this deﬁnition, any information source can be considered context as long as it provides knowledge relevant to handle
the communication between the user and the system. Chen and
Kotz [11] classiﬁed context into more ﬁne-grained categories:
physical, computing and user context information types.
The physical context type is related to environmental factors
which can be usually evaluated by specialized hardware mechanisms. The computing context refers to the information which describes the resources available by the computing infrastructure.
Finally, the user context refers to the user’s proﬁle by focusing
on the user needs, preferences, mood, etc.
So, the user is also considered to be part of the contextual information. Kang et al. [23] differentiate two types of context: internal
and external. The former describes the user state (e.g., communication context and emotional state), whereas the latter refers to the
environment state (e.g., location and temporal context). Most studies in the literature focus on the external context. However,
although external information, such as location, can be a good indicator of the user intentions in some domains, in many applications
it is necessary to take into account more complex information
sources about the user state, such as emotional status [10] or social
information [24]. External and internal context are intimately related, as can be seen in representative examples like service context and proactive systems.
Accordingly, there are several approaches to developing mobile
systems such as platforms, frameworks and applications for offering context-aware services. The Context Toolkit proposed by Dey
et al. [14], for instance, provides developers with abstractions
enabling them to build context-aware applications. The Context
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Fusion Network [12] was introduced by Chen et al. [12]. It allows context-aware applications to select distributed data sources and compose them with customized data fusion operators in an information
fusion graph. The graph represents how an application computes
high-level understandings of its execution context from low-level
sensory data. The Context Fabric [21] is another toolkit that facilitates
the development of privacy-sensitive, ubiquitous computing applications. Gaia [36] is another platform developed by Roman et al. [28]
and also designed to support the development and execution of applications for ubiquitous computing spaces in which users interact with
several devices and services at the same time. RCSM is middleware
software proposed by Yau and Karim [43] designed to vest applications with the properties of context-awareness and ad hoc communications. It provides an object-based framework for supporting
context-sensitive applications similar to CORBA [26] or TAO [17] for
ﬁxed networks. Earlier approaches like Entree [9], which uses a
knowledge base and case-based reasoning to recommend a restaurant, or the Cyberguide [1] project, which provides users with context-aware information about the projects performed at the GVU
Center in Atlanta, where TV remote controllers throughout the
building detect user locations and provide them with a map highlighting the project demos available in the users’ neighboring area.
A recent development is Appear,1 which is a context-aware platform
designed to provide contextual information to users in particular and
well-deﬁned domains with a modular architecture.
After reviewing some of the context-aware solutions, it is clear
that these applications must be able to adapt to context changes in
order to provide users with quality of service. In other words, context-aware systems are expected to utilize contextual information
to adapt their behavior based on a predeﬁned set of rules. Such
rules are mostly monitored by a system that dynamically adapts
its operations based on this information. Appear is a good solution
for context management, which is why we selected it to model and
test our prototype.
As a result of the increasing development of these kinds of systems and applications, more knowledge-based systems (KBS) are
also being developed for use in areas where context-aware system
failures can be costly because of losses in services, property, etc.
KBS are advanced systems for representing complex problems.
Their architecture and representation formalisms are the groundwork for today’s systems. The knowledge is usually derived from
expertise in speciﬁc areas and is validated according to a different
methodology than is used in conventional systems because the
knowledge is symbolic. Unlike conventional systems, in KBS, domain knowledge is represented explicitly, it is separated from
the general reasoning algorithm used for processing it and the
internal operation is based on non-deterministic processing, that
is why they are adequate for representing context-aware systems.
There are several methodologies that tackle the development of
KBS. CommonKADS [37] is, for instance, one methodology that we
will use to formally represent a use case. A model set is the main
product resulting from the application of this methodology. CommonKADS offers six models to represent context: organization,
tasks, agents, communication, knowledge and design. The knowledge model is a very good approach to knowledge representation
[42]. It uses three categories (domain knowledge, task knowledge
and inference knowledge) to describe what knowledge a speciﬁc
agent has and what knowledge is relevant for the development of
a particular task describing the structure based on its use. Modelbased and Incremental Knowledge Engineering (MIKE) [2,3] is a
methodology for developing KBS covering all the aspects of the process as of knowledge acquisition. It provides a structured lifecycle
facilitating the maintenance, debugging and reuse of the resulting
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product. Protegé [27,16,40] is another methodology that generates
knowledge acquisition tools using reusable libraries. VITAL [38,15]
is a lesser known methodology but has similar points to CKADS
and MIKE. For instance, it outputs four products, of which the conceptual model is like CKADS and the design model is similar to MIKE.
We have chosen CKADS to model our problem because it covers the
main points of the development of a KBS from the very start of analysis (for identifying the problem and establishing the feasibility of a
KBS-based solution) to the implementation of the project.
The contribution in this paper is the design, deﬁnition of a KBS
using CKADS in order to formally represent contextual information
for the Appear platform. We also evaluate the context-aware information system from the user’s point of view using a U2E system
developed in previous work and also validate it in a realistic environment: an airport domain, which is a signiﬁcant step towards
formally building KBS applications. This constitutes a complex research problem due to the number of technologies involved (mobile devices, web services, pervasive environments, evaluation
techniques, etc.), the heterogeneous nature of the information
sources and the number of modules which must be carefully designed and developed to manage each one of the services and functionalities that are provided by the system.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the main characteristics of the proposed architecture using
Appear for providing context-aware services. Section 3 presents the
deﬁnition of the KBS using CommonKADS methodology. Sec-tion 4
describes the context representation process in Appear plat-form.
Section 5 shows a simulated example used to validate our proposal.
Section 6, presents an evaluation method for context aware
systems from the user’s point of view using a U2E system that can
be applied to the case of use described in Section 5 and Fi-nally, our
conclusions are presented.

2. The Appear platform
Appear is an application providing a solution for a wireless network. This solution enables the distribution of location-based applications to users in the proximity of predeﬁned interest points. All
Appear needs is a IP-based wireless network and a Java-enabled
wireless device. Appear uses a platform-independent external positioning engine in order to locate devices and calculate their position.
2.1. Appear architecture
The Appear platform consists of two parts: the Appear Context
Engine, which is the core of the system, and the Appear Client,
which is installed in the device. Applications distributed by the Appear Context Engine are installed and executed locally in these
wireless devices.
The architecture of the Appear Context Engine is modular and
separates the system responsibilities into server, one or more proxies, and a client (Fig. 1). The Appear Context Server is part of the
network management. It manages the applications distributed by
the platform and the connections to one or more publishers, or
proxies or positioning engines.
The Appear Context Proxy is typically installed inside but can
also be located outside the network. Its main function is to eliminate unnecessary trafﬁc between the local network and the main
server since the bandwidth is usually limited. It keeps a cache of
the active user sessions and the most accessed services. When a
user requests to download a service, the proxy checks if it can be
served from the cache instead of from the main server in order
to carry out its main function.
When a wireless device enters the network, it immediately connects with a local proxy, which evaluates the position of the client
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Fig. 1. Appear architecture.

device and initiates a remote connection with the server. Once the
client is in contact with the server, they negotiate the set of applications that the user can access depending on his or her physical
position.
The Appear solution consists then of the Appear Context Engine
and its modules: Device Management Module, Push Module and
the Synchronization Module. The three modules collaborate to
implement a dynamic management system that allows the administrator to control the capability of each device connected to the
wireless network.
The Push or Provisioning Module manages the automatic distribution of applications and content to handheld devices. It pushes
services on these devices using client-side intelligence when it is
necessary to install, conﬁgure and delete user services. There are
six steps in Context-Aware Provisioning:
 Device detection: The network discovers the client and provides
it with the required conﬁguration.
 Service discovery: The Context Proﬁle is made up by the Context
Engine and it then compiles an offering for the client. The offering is shown as icons on the handheld device using a user interface. The client then decides which service to pull by clicking on
the respective icon.
 Download: The download of the necessary resources is the ﬁrst
step after service discovery.
 Install: Once the resource is available on the device it will be
installed.

 Execute service: Once the service has been launched, the application is executed.
 Discard service: A service will be discarded when a user
leaves the network or if the context condition for a service
changes.
The Device Management Module provides management tools to
deploy control and maintain the set of mobile devices. The contextaware actions on the client side are:
 The conﬁguration elements that describe the speciﬁc steps to
be taken by the client. They are initially installed together
with the client and then updated using the Synchronization
Module.
 Context conditions: A condition associated with the current context is applied to determine if the action is applicable. This is
done by the client rule engine.
 Mirroring: This is a mechanism used by the client to monitor ﬁle
updates on the device. These updates are replicated to a secondary device such as a storage card or a remote host using FTP/
HTTP.
The Synchronization Module manages ﬁle-based information
between corporate systems and the mobile handheld devices.
Device Management is continuously updated with up-to-date
versions of the conﬁguration ﬁles. There are three steps in the
Synchronization Module:
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 The Synchronization Module compiles contextual data to gain
an understanding of the user’s information needs.
 Available data is ﬁltered against the user’s context to determine
which should be the most relevant information.
 The Synchronization Module automates synchronization,
detecting and synchronizing ﬁles that have changed. This is a
dynamic synchronization of the proﬁle based on user and role,
location, time, device status and connectivity.
All of these modules are made context aware using the Appear
Context Engine.

2.2. Appear context representation
In Appear, the Appear Context Engine gathers the context of user
data and builds a model based on the needs of the end user. It implements a rules engine, which determines which service is available to
whom, and when and where it should be available. Services are ﬁltered against a proﬁle, and when it is decided that data are relevant,
the information is proactively pushed to the device.
As mentioned, the Appear Context Engine gathers all the context information about the device and produces a context proﬁle
for that device. The main components of this model are Context
Domain, Context Engine, Context Proﬁle and Semantic Model.
The Context Domain is a set of context values that the system
can monitor. All values of the context domain are given without
any internal relationship. It is fed with context parameters that
measure real-world attributes that are transformed into context
values. Context parameters include physical location, device type,
user role, date/time, temperature, available battery.
The Semantic Model is the administrator model of the relationship between different context parameters and how these should
be organized using context predicates.
The Context Engine (Fig. 2) is the model that maps the Context
Domain to the Semantic Model outputting the Context Proﬁle.
There are several lowest level objects, called context parameters managed by the Context Engine and they should be taken into
account when deciding what to do in the system. To get into a
more abstract level Appear creates more complex predicates combining and constraining the values of these context parameters and
other context predicates.
A predicate is a set of simple rules or conditions combined to
create a more complex predicate. A predicate is constructed out
of one or more conditions and an evaluation criterion that can be
‘‘match all’’ or ‘‘match any’’. Match all requires that all conditions
are evaluated as true. Match any requires that at least one condition is evaluated as true.

A condition can be a context parameter condition or a condition
on another predicate. The context parameter condition is a constraint on a speciﬁc parameter string value. The keyword can be
evaluated against a condition (‘‘is’’, ‘‘is not’’, ‘‘contains’’ and ‘‘does
not contain’’) and the expected value (i.e. zone_airport = zone_
airport is true). The predicate condition is a reference to another
context predicate and the expected result is the evaluation of that
predicate (i.e. if zone_airport then news_service).
Context Proﬁle components are classiﬁed into different categories: behavior (social behavior), personality (habits, interests, etc.),
demographic information (age, place of birth, marital status, kids,
etc.), economic information (economic/well-being; work/area,
etc.) and social indicators (social environment, hobbies, etc.). The
Context Proﬁle contains all context values and values of predicates
based on the context values.
Context information in the system is used throughout the entire
service lifecycle. The rules engine ﬁlters and determines which service should be pushed to each user, when and where.
2.3. Scalability issues
Context-aware systems gather contextual information from
many sources and process it to create the ﬁnal representation
available for a variety of clients. The context-aware system developed has a hierarchical architecture with the following layers: Web
Services/Application Layer, Context Reasoning Layer and Sensor
Layer The hierarchical architecture reﬂects the complex functionality of context-aware systems as shown in the following brief
description of the functionality of particular layers:
Sensor Layer: The lowest level of the location management
architecture is the Sensor Layer which represents the variety
of physical and logical location sensor agents producing sensor-speciﬁc location information.
Context Reasoning Layer: This layer takes sensor-speciﬁc location information and other contextual information related to
the user and transforms it into a standard format. This is where
the reasoning about context takes place.
Web services/Application Layer: This layer interacts with the
variety of users of the context aware system and therefore
needs to address several issues including access rights to location information (who can access the information and to what
degree of accuracy), privacy of location information (how the
location information can be used) and security of interactions
between users and the context-aware system.
The issue of scalability of context-aware systems is important.
For instance, there could be a great difference between the frequency of location updates from Aruba sensors and the frequency
of location information requests from the users of the system. Moreover, once a location is determined at the Context Layer it is cached
as a complete location description which will be valid until another
update pertaining to that user. As a result, many requests for a single
user’s location can be served without signiﬁcantly increasing the
cost of generating the location from individual location fragments
if location information updates are not very frequent.
3. KBS deﬁnition for an airport domain using CommonKADS
(CKADS) methodology

Fig. 2. Context engine representation.

The representation of knowledge in KBS is varied. For instance,
the development of Semantic Web technology gives the information on the current Web a precise meaning and machine-interpretable form providing computers and people processing the same
data with a common understanding of what the terms mean [6].
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The Semantic Web is also used in KBS development through ontologies that enable the construction of KBSs through reusable components across domains and tasks [18]. Ontologies are used to
represent domain knowledge in knowledge-based programs. This is
achieved using formal declarative representations of the domain
knowledge; that is, sets of objects and their describable relationships
[20]. Researchers in the area of knowledge modeling have started to
realize the importance of ontologies in developing domain models
since the underlying principle of modeling is to achieve agreed representations in a uniﬁed manner for the domains in which they are
investigating. Ontologies can be described using Semantic Web languages, such as DAML + OIL, SHOE and RDF, and these descriptions
are used to create the knowledge base of the KBS [25]. This way, the
KBS developer can focus on domain knowledge representation instead of markup tags and correct syntax to build KBS faster.
There are also several methodologies for the development of
these systems. The best known is KADS, and this is the methodology
that we will use in this section to formally represent our problem
deﬁned in Appear. KADS (Knowledge Acquisition and Document
Structure) and its successor CommonKADS [37] (which is the de
facto European standard) is a knowledge engineering methodology.
CKADS is a structured approach to the development of KBS and,
as such, is to be seen in contrast to unstructured approaches such
as rapid prototyping. CKADS does not require a commitment to any
speciﬁc implementation paradigm. According to KADS, the development of a KBS is to be seen as a modeling process, during which
acquired knowledge is modeled at different levels of abstraction.
KADS identiﬁes three levels of models:
– The process level identiﬁes the tasks involved in the domain,
the nature of data ﬂows and stores, and the assignment of ownership of tasks and data stores to agents.
– The system level, the co-operation model, details the interactions between the system and external agents, and how the
internal agents interact. The co-operation model is used to separate the user task model from the system task model, and
allows the knowledge wholly internal to the system to be readily identiﬁed.
– The expertise level corresponds to an expertise model. This
divides the task of describing domain and expert knowledge
and its use within the system into a number of supportive tasks.
The layer-based framework for expertise consists of:
 The domain layer is comprised of static or slowly changing
knowledge describing concepts, relations, and structures in
the domain.
 The inference layer reformulates the domain layer in terms
of the different types of inferences that can be made.
 The task layer deﬁnes knowledge about how to apply the
knowledge in these two layers to problem-solving activities
in the domain.
 The strategy layer concerns selecting, sequencing, planning
and repairing tasks.
Within this framework knowledge engineering becomes a
structured search for appropriate strategy, task, inference and domain models. The layers can be modeled in three steps: (a) determine the static features or domain ontology, (b) obtain the
inferences that describe the dynamic side, and (c) group the inferences sequentially to form tasks.
3.1. Domain layer
This layer represents the representative knowledge of the domain. It is here where the information and the static knowledge
are described.

Concepts in CKADS [7] are used to deﬁne object collections with
similar characteristics. In the case of the airport domain, the concepts are identiﬁed as:
 Airport: This is the high-level concept representing the domain
of discourse.
 Location: This includes the airport location, zones and the user
location.
o (x, y): The coordinates of the airport location, zones and
the user position.
o Zone: A segment of the airport area distinguished from
adjacent zones by different characteristics and the coordinates represents the zones in the domain.
 Airport_zone: This is the general zone. It contains the other
zones. Every service available in this zone can be seen in the
other zones.
 Customs_zone: This is where the customs authority is located in
order to control the ﬂow of goods.
 Commercial_zone: This is where restaurants and stores are
located.
 Ofﬁces_zone: This is where the airline ofﬁces are located.
 Check-in_zone: This is where the check-in desks are located.
 Jetway_zone: This is zone leading to the aircraft. It contains the
plan of the current ﬂight.
 User: Every person who has a role in the domain.
o Role: Role of each user in the domain.
 Pilot: Airline captain and pilots.
 Passenger: Passenger.
 FTO: Flight engineer
 CBC: Cabin crew.
 ASBG: Airline ground staff: boarding.
 ASIC: Airline ground staff: incidents.
 ASSV: Supervisor.
 ASCH: Airline ground staff: Check-In.
 Offering: A class containing a set of services grouped by
categories.
o Category: A class containing a set of grouped services.
o Services: Applications or notiﬁcations.
 Flight_Plan: A web service that delivers the ﬂight plan of the
current ﬂight. It is available to pilots and FTO.
 Crew_License: A web service containing the ﬂight license of the
crew assigned to the current ﬂight. It is available to pilots only.
 Safety Demo: An informative document about safety available to
pilots and passengers only.
 Weather Map: An informative document available to pilots, FTO
and CBC.
 News: Access to the URL of major Spanish, English and French
newspapers. It is available to pilots and passengers.
 Passenger_Control_Report: A web service that delivers the passenger list of the current ﬂight. It is available to pilots and FTO.
 ID: A barcode used to improve the ID data capture. It is available
to pilots, CBC and FTO. Code 39 is used to encode the one
dimensional barcode.
These concepts can be represented in different ways. Fig. 3
shows the representation of the user concept using CML language,
where the characteristics are represented by means of ‘‘attributes’’
unlike other approaches, where functional information is included
as well as the characteristics.
Another way of representing these concepts is to use a domain
ontology. The domain ontology is deﬁned by means of three sets: a
set of terms, a set that contains their deﬁnitions (typology) and a
third set of relations between the terms (taxonomy). The ontology
provides the explicit conceptualization of the domain terms to support the knowledge base implementation which is prepared for use
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rules. In this layer we will describe how the static structures deﬁned above will be used to develop the reasoning process.
Inferences are completely described through a declarative speciﬁcation of their inputs and outputs (dynamic roles). Returning to
the CML language representation, Fig. 5 shows the CML speciﬁcation of an inference, where the input is a role ‘‘case’’ representing
the knowledge elements of the domain and the output is the role
‘‘abstracted-case’’ representing the qualiﬁed description of the
input.
Fig. 6 shows the ‘‘case’’ and ‘‘abstracted-case’’ roles representing
the smoking-related characteristics in the airport domain.
Fig. 3. CML deﬁnition of the user concept.

3.3. Task layer

by the applications to perform different tasks. Fig. 4 represents the
speciﬁc conceptualizations for the particular domain of an airport.
CKADS has an extension of the initial phases for the development of ontologies that covers its entire lifecycle, from the feasibility study until the maintenance phase. Fig. 4 contains the
representation of the domain knowledge for the airport. The deﬁnition of the context in the domain of an airport was partially presented in [29].
Once we the concepts have been deﬁned, relationships can be
established between them. We need to represent an antecedent
and a consequent in order to deﬁne the different type of rules in
our domain schema. It is also necessary to represent the connection
symbols used to connect the antecedent to the consequent.
The input/output curve represents a global relationship or a
group of partial I/O relationships. The Domain Knowledge is gathered from these relations between input ranges and output ranges.
For instance, if we know a passenger user of our domain is in a
check-in zone, he will be offered the check-in service. In this case,
the rule can be assessed as:

Rule Inference: If a user with a certain role is in a certain zone at a
certain time, then he or she will be made an offering.
Rule Inference: Given an offering and a user category, then some
services are provided to the user and others are not.

When both the Domain Ontology and Dynamics have been deﬁned, we have to divide inferences into tasks, where tasks are similar to traditional functions but the data manipulated by the task
are described domain-independently. They describe the input/output and how a task is performed through an ordered decomposition into subfunctions, like another task, inference and transfer
function. They form a small program or algorithm that captures
the expert’s reasoning strategy.
The particularity of CKADS is the partial reuse of knowledge
models in new applications, proposing a catalog of task templates
comprised by a tentative inference structure, a typical control
structure and a typical task-based domain schema, which are speciﬁc for a task type.
Of the task types suggested by CKADS, we consider our problem
as a special case of an assessment task template, where an assessment problem consists of ﬁnding a decision category for a case
based on domain-speciﬁc norms.
The typical control structure suggested by CKADS for assessment problems is shown in Fig. 7.
4. Appear context conﬁguration
Section 2 explained how Appear represents the context and
how the KBS for the airport domain was deﬁned.

3.2. Inference Layer

4.1. Domain knowledge conﬁguration in Appear

After deﬁning the Domain Ontology, the domain dynamic component must be obtained. This dynamic aspect deals with the system input/output behavior that is stated as a set of production

The offering mapping is where offerings are mapped to zones
and times. A mapping consists of a condition and an offering. The
meaning of the mapping is that when the context of the user’s de-

Fig. 4. Domain knowledge in the airport KBS.
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Fig. 5. CML speciﬁcation of an inference.

Fig. 6. Inference diagram for decision making on choice of an airport restaurant.

Fig. 7. Control structure.

vice matches a condition, the client will be eligible for the offering
During the context conﬁguration procedure, we need to deﬁne
every concept in our domain knowledge and represented in the
ontology described in Fig. 4. These concepts are:

Service: An application or data available to a client.
Category: A set of logically grouped services.
Offering: A set of available applications for a client.
Zone Mapping: Where offerings are mapped to zones and times.
Roles: Used to grant users access to speciﬁc categories. It is possible to specify one or more groups that have access to a
category.
 Users: Users are only used if the system requires login.







There are several setting values for the context elements that
form the condition. They are: Zone name, Time period, IP pattern
and Roles. The Zone name is known in the positioning system. Once
the positioning system gives the location coordinates of the user’s
device, the plug-in deﬁned in Appear, which in our domain is di-

vided into zones, translates and assigns a Zone name to these coordinates. The Time period assures that the mapping is valid only
when the time period is valid. The IP pattern restricts access to
users whose IP addresses comply with a particular pattern. The
name of the offering that should be used when a condition matches
is typed in the Offering ﬁeld.
Icons, offerings, categories and services are the other concepts
that need to be deﬁned in order to complete the offering mapping.
Offerings, categories and services can all use icons that will be displayed in the user’s interface. Icons are grouped by their usage into
icons for services, icons for categories and icons for offerings. A category is a group of services. A category restricts access to services
(Fig. 8). Services in Appear are easily conﬁgured, and it is possible to
create services of different types. There are templates for creat-ing
document services, web services, native services (Windows
services) and Java services.
For a document service the ﬁle must be uploaded; for a Web
Service, the URL for the web page must be speciﬁed; for native services, the executable ﬁle must be speciﬁed, and for Java services,
the jar ﬁle and the main class should be speciﬁed.
And, ﬁnally, the offering concept groups categories and services.
One offering can contain several categories (Fig. 9), and each category can contain a number of services. The user’s device can only
display one offering at a time.
A time period, as its name suggests, consists of a name and a
deﬁnition of a period of time. Fig. 10 shows the conﬁguration of a
period of time. Period name, start time and duration are concepts
that need to be conﬁgured.
The ﬁrst time a device connects to the system, it is assigned a
unique key by the Appear Context Engine. After that, each device
can be enabled or disabled individually, as shown in Fig. 11.
The services are automatically provisioned in the Appear Context Engine as each user’s context is identiﬁed: role, zone, location,
time period, etc. After deﬁning the users (Fig. 12), we need to
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Fig. 8. Deﬁnition of a category with Appear.

Fig. 9. Deﬁnition of an offering with Appear.

create the roles (Fig. 13) that are used to give users access to speciﬁc categories of services.
It is possible to specify role restrictions on categories. If a category has no roles, every user has access to the category. To restrict
access, it is possible to specify one or more groups that have access.
This means that only users that belong to the speciﬁed role can
gain access to the category. Other users will not see these categories in the client.

4.2. Inference knowledge conﬁguration in Appear
As explained abstractly, there are concepts in Appear, like predicates, context predicates and conditions (Fig. 14), that are com-

bined to create rules which are part of the rules engine in the
Appear Context Engine. This is what determines which service is
available to whom, and where and when it should be pushed to
the user’s device.
A new predicate is created as shown in Fig. 15, adding a condition with a keyword in the key ﬁeld, selecting the required condition (‘‘is’’, ‘‘is not’’, ‘‘contains’’) and then typing an appropriate
value to test against the value ﬁeld.
Relations between corresponding input and output segments
could be assessed as:
Rule Inference: Given a zone and time of the client, then the client
uses some offering.
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Fig. 10. Periods deﬁnition with Appear.

Fig. 11. Devices deﬁnition with Appear. Enable or block access.

There are several setting values for the attributes of the domain
concepts that form the condition. They are: Zone name, Time period,
IP pattern and Roles.
 The Zone name is known in the positioning system. Once the
positioning system gives the location coordinates of the user’s
device, the plug-in deﬁned in Appear, which in our domain is
divided into zones, translates and assigns a Zone name to these
coordinates.
 The Time period assures that the mapping is valid only when the
time period is valid.
 The IP pattern restricts access to users whose IP addresses comply with a certain pattern. The name of the offering that should
be used when a condition matches is typed in the Offering ﬁeld.

Icons, offerings, categories and services are the other concepts
that are need to be instantiated in order to complete the offering
mapping, since an offering consists of several services, but a category restricts access to some of these services corresponding to the
offering. For this reason, they form another type of inferences.
Rule Inference: Given an offering and client category, then some
services are provided to the user and others are not.
5. Validation of functionalities of the KBS using a simulated
example of the airport use case
In this section we will present the validation of the desired
functionalities of our KBS using a realistic simulation of a particular
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Fig. 12. Users deﬁnition with Appear.

Fig. 13. Roles deﬁnition with Appear.

use case. This use case shows an approach to context-aware services provisioning in the context of a traditional airport and the
services offered to the airline staff and passengers. We partially
present this case of use in the International Symposium of Distributed Computing and Artiﬁcial Intelligence (DCAI 2009) [30].
Note that we tested our system on an HTC Touch terminal with
a TI OMAP™ 850, 200 MHz processor and Windows Mobile 6. We
also deployed a Wi-Fi positioning system in order to locate user
terminals. Particularly, we used an Aruba2 WLAN deployment with
a 2400 mobility controller that supports up to 48 access points and
512 simultaneous users and several AP 60/AP61, which are single/
dual radio wireless access points. Aruba Networks [17] has a location
tracking solution that uses an enterprise-wide WLAN deployment to

2

www.arubanetworks.com.

provide precise location tracking of any Wi-Fi device in the research
facility. The RF Locate application can track and locate any Wi-Fi device within range of the Aruba mobility infrastructure. Using accurate deployment layouts and triangulation algorithms, devices can
be easily located with an accuracy of about 8 m. Although there
are many alternative indoor positioning systems, we decided to
use Aruba because it has the useful capability of permanently conﬁguring APs in ‘listening’ mode in order to avoid missing transmissions.
This is a very valuable capability because the air monitors (AMs:
dedicated RF monitors) contribute not only to location accuracy
but also improve security coverage, detecting RF sources that may
be security risks or interferers. The only drawback of using dedicated
AMs is that they add to the capital costs of the network.
The use case will be explained with two users of the system:
Don and Donna who are partners traveling to the airport. Donna
is a passenger who is to take a ﬂight to London, and Don is an
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Fig. 14. Predicate deﬁnition with Appear.

Fig. 15. Predicate in Appear.

Air France pilot. When they enter the wireless network, the position of each user’s device is evaluated, and it starts to negotiate
which set of applications the users can access depending on their
physical position and their role in the system. Our illustrative simulation will describe the provisioning solution for the users ﬁrst in
the commercial zone and later in the customs zone. It will illustrate the different categories of services to which users have access
when they are positioned in the same zone depending on their role
in the system.
It will also illustrate what impact the concepts, relationships
and inferences described in the dynamic domain knowledge on
how services are provisioned for each user and how this is represented in the UI.

5.1. Provisioning of services in the commercial zone
As they move around the airport, users with different roles in
the system receive different offerings of services. Our lead actors,
Don and Donna, logged into the system and received different
offerings of services as they moved around (Fig. 16).
Context information in the system is used throughout the entire
service lifecycle: selection based on the context proﬁle, ﬁltering of
individual services, and enhancement of services at boot or runtime and the constant feed of context information to services during execution to allow service adaptation depending on the zone in
which the user is positioned and his or her role in the system. Dona
and Donna arrive at the commercial zone. Fig. 17 shows how Don,
who is a pilot, receives offerings of categories of services related to

his role in the system: maps, control report, load control, support
control, news and ﬁght resources. Then he checks the ﬂight resources category, which has a group of services like alternative airports, ﬂight over license, crew license and ﬂight plan. All of these
services were designed as Java services. If he decides then to check
the ﬂight plan service, for instance, the system uses his ID to check
the information in the server and return the information request as
a PDF ﬁle.
The other user, Donna, is positioned in the same zone as Don,
but receives different offerings (Fig. 18). News, maps, stores and
restaurants are the categories of services that she is offered in
the commercial zone. If she accesses the stores category, she can
then choose one of all the brands that have a store in the airport
and get a location plan of the store.

5.2. Provisioning of services in the customs zone
When Don and Donna arrive at the customs zone, the related
services are automatically provisioned as the right rules are evaluated. Fig. 19 shows the different categories of services that they will
each receive while in the customs zone. The passenger has ac-cess
to the maps and news categories only. Donna chose the news
category, and this is when Spanish news, English news and French
news Appear on Donna’s UI. The pilot has different categories, like
maps, control report, load control, support control, ﬂight resources
and a new category: ID. News services were designed as URL
accesses.
As the positioning system can only track and locate the Wi-Fi
device within range of the Aruba mobility infrastructure, this demo
ends when the users leave the airport domain or when they log off
the system (Fig. 20).
The concepts, attributes and relationships described and represented above are clearly mapped to the UIs, where services provisioning were illustrated in the particular case of two users with
different roles in the system moving around the airport zones
and getting different services.
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Fig. 16. KBS validation through a simulated example. Frames 1–4.

The execution of this simulated example has validated the desired functionalities of our KBS:
– The ability of positioning users through Aruba has been tracking
users and it has been correctly integrated with Appear Platform.
– Roles and locations have determined the offered services in a
dynamic way, showing the adaptation abilities of our system.
Therefore, we have validated the integration of complex technologies (Aruba, Appear) with a CKADS-created KBS, and we have
validated its context-aware adaptive behavior. Although validation with real users in a real airport or even using a dataset from
real users, would be much more desirable, academic context
aware systems have been uptodate validated through simulated
examples (for instance, [22] as we did or have validated the
correctness of context data are required and not in the system
itself [8].

6. User-centered evaluation of context-aware systems
When looking at context-aware there are still very basic problems relating to evaluation. It is important before evaluating a system to ﬁgure out what is the evaluation goal. In our case, such a
goal is to evaluate enhanced user experience and beyond the eval-

uation goal it is also a central concern about what to evaluate.
There are several methods Albrecht Schmidt [35] and approaches
used to evaluate context-aware systems. But, as there are no established evaluation frameworks in literature, we used, ﬁrst of all, a
pre-implementation evaluation method as the ‘‘Wizard of Oz’’,
Dahlback et al. [13]. In this method a human mimics the computer’s behavior to save implementation time. Humans are used to
mimic or simulate tasks in which they’re better than computer, for
instance, the prediction of behavior. And latter we used a meth-od
called ‘‘revisiting the hypotheses’’ Albrecht Schmidt [35], which he
divides it into four hypotheses to be investigated. First of all, some
basic questions related to the context acquisition (that means that
when assessing a situation not all information is taken into account
but only the information that is discriminating), an-other two
concerned with modeling of context (the ﬁrst one: the domain
context of an entity is more universal than of a complex system,
suggesting building prototypes bottom-up rather than top-down;
the second one: claiming that new contexts can be cre-ated when
contextual knowledge is already available and that this leads to a
more ﬂexible use) and the last one is concerned with pro-totyping
the context-aware system. But there is an important issue not
addressed in these kinds of approaches: the user-centric evaluation paradigm and the self-adaptation problem. Especially with
user-centric evaluation, these systems are expected to automatically and autonomously adapt to maximize user satisfaction.
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Fig. 17. KBS validation through a simulated example. Frames 5–8.

Fig. 18. KBS validation through a simulated example. Zoom of the UIs of the
passenger and pilot user in the commercial zone.

Fig. 19. KBS validation through a simulated example. Zoom of the UIs of the
passenger and pilot user in the customs zone.

Non-obtrusive user feedback collection is one of the challenges of
new context aware applications in ubiquitous environments. Context-aware applications need to take advantage of user feedback to

evaluate its contexts and adapt them where necessary. Inaccurate
context data can lead to incorrect behavior that is why this kind of
applications needs to adapt and to eliminate issues arising with
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Fig. 20. KBS validation through a simulated example. Frames 9–n.

initial contexts deﬁnitions. For that reason we need a data structure to store user proﬁles.
The problem of modeling user proﬁles has been widely researched in other ﬁelds, for instance. User proﬁles are typically
either knowledge-based or behavior-based. Knowledge based user
proﬁles are static, and built using knowledge acquisition techniques (such as interviews and questionnaires) before they are applied. On the other hand, behavior-based user proﬁles use the
user’s behavior itself to build and improve the proﬁle dynamically.
The problem of the knowledge-based approach is that it is intrusive and time-consuming, while the behavior-based approach requires much behavior data to build an accurate enough user model.
So the usual trade-off_consists of a hybrid system, with a low
number of questions applied when user join the system, combined
with an unobtrusive monitoring the behavior of the user. The limitations of this approach are that initially the user proﬁle is not
very accurate since it is based on a few questions, and that often
user’s position alone are not enough to indicate interest in the closest neighborhood. First the system will ask some questions about
preferences when the user registers in the system. Once this
important information is collected, the answers form an initial
model of the user transforming any kind of the preference expressions mentioned before to a numerical rating (relevance predicate).
Additionally, since the system monitors the physical movements of the user, it can induce from its decisions a more accurate
user proﬁle. The proﬁling algorithm performs correlation between
time spent in particular stands and its interests. So, this is the algorithm for building the user proﬁle.

Due to highly dynamic, uncertain and even noisy properties of
the nowadays environments, the software running on these complex environments have to face problems such as: user mobility,
service failure, resources or goal changes which may happen in
any moment. That means that the initial states that prompt the
decision making process in the ﬁrst place may dynamically change
while the decision making process is still going on. To cope with
these problems, such systems should be able to acquire user’s
opinion and also self-adapt according to it. In order to achieve this
objective, we develop a generic evaluation system (U2E system) already tested in several scenarios: u-commerce [32]; e-health [31];
in order to collect the user feedback for being used later in the
adaptation process. See Fig. 21, where U2E system is been adapted
to cope with the airport domain characteristics.
That is why there is a need of special kind of system that will
combine ubiquity, context-awareness, intelligence, natural interaction, adaptation in an AmI environment. These make the decision
making process of the system more complex than in a single
environment.
Regarding to the issue of adaptation management [41] distinguishes three types of adaptation approaches: action based, goal
based and utility function based. The ﬁrst two are considered to
be less advanced, so we concentrate our efforts on utility- based
approach. Utility function-based approaches aim at delivering the
best possible decision rather than just a feasible one as is the case
of the goal-based adaptation. So, we have developed a user evaluation system capable of collect user feedback and also that performs self-adaptation.
Qualitative evaluation should consider the user as a central
piece in the system, its satisfaction levels. On the other hand, quantitative methods should evaluate objectively the contribution of
context to the application.
We based on two propositions an ofﬂine user’s evaluation, Fig.
21 (once the user has ﬁnished using the system and that can be
acces-sible via: www.giaa.inf.uc3m.es/u-shopping/myfeedback/).
On the other hand we think it is also important to have an approach
to Schmidt proposal but introducing the dynamically online user’s
evaluation allowing the user being capable of having dynamic access
to speciﬁc context concepts in order to modify them and also of having the possibility to propose a modiﬁcation on the reasoning algorithms and of course on the inferences rules executed and
responsible of receiving one service or another. After that we can
compare the inferences made about what a user needs, the evaluation must also take into account the correctness of our reasoning.
If we draw incorrect conclusions the user must likely receive incorrect information.
Regarding to quantitative evaluation, users may be measured
either quantitatively, typically by deﬁning a utility function and
mapping the ‘‘satisfaction state’’ to numeric value. If we know
the basic task the user is doing and if we have some knowledge
of the information needed for that task, we record the situational
information the user goes about doing this particular task and take
note about what actions the user does in a particular time. This is
stored as part of the quality of services concept in our ontology as
an historical ﬁle. And later analyze its behavior though the user’s
opinion that is crucial in these kinds of systems. The value of quality of services corresponds to the user’s feedback and can have values like: (1) Correct, (2) Different order or (3) Incorrect for every
attribute.
This opinion is given after he receives the ranking of the products the system recommends. We want to know whether the system satisﬁes, in some degree, a set of different users. As the process
of information classiﬁcation is generally a complex and personal
task, and may differ among persons, we can measure the average
system behavior over a population. We can then compare, after
that, the inferences made by looking at the situational data at
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Fig. 21. Feedback collector system: U2E.

the actual user request to draw some conclusions. The preferences
and restrictions introduced by users as input to the system, together with the system results and the user’s feedbacks, constitute
our N-cases set. Each case in the dataset will be composed by
 User’s Input: a user ID and his graded preferences and
restrictions.
 System’s Result: the system returns a ranking of at most ten
products and offers.
 User’s Feedback: as explained previously, after analyzing the
information of the recommended plans the user provides a
feedback by evaluating the result as:

ð1Þ Correct; ð2Þ Different order or ð3Þ Incorrect:
In order to give a general measure of the system’s results over
the satisfactory cases we will evaluate how close is the system’s
ranking with regard to the user’s own ranking. For this, we choose
the Manhattan distance between the position of the ﬁrst three
products selected by the user and their position in the system
ranking. This distance was adopted because it is appropriate for
capturing positional differences.
If we assume the quality of user (which is the user’s feedback) is
Qi = (Pi1, Pi2, Pi3) and the system ranking for this consult is
Ri = (R1, R2, . . . , R9). Then, if Pi1 = Rj, Pi2 = Rk, Pi3 = Rn, the distance between the user’s and the system rankings is deﬁned by

DistðQ i ; Ri Þ ¼ j1  jj þ j2  kj þ j3  nj:
Regarding the quality of information, below the area each question a comment area could be utilized by a participant to further
express the satisfaction or dissatisfaction experienced with any
particular aspect or suggestion to improve the feedback. Both
quantitative (e.g., effectiveness, efﬁciency, user satisfaction, and
workload) and qualitative (e.g., user comments) data were obtained from the user.
So our system could then: (i) discriminate between contextual
information; (ii) users can rewrite the concept ‘‘quality of user service’’ described in the ontology (which will be mapped to obtained
a quantitative evaluation); (iii) users also can make personalized

annotations and leave it as a note in the current location (qualitative); (iv) introduce a new concept in the ontology like the situational information concept described above.
Therefore in this section we have proposed an evaluation method which can be applied to our case of use, that is user-centered,
and that allows a quantitative and qualitative evaluation of context-aware systems.

7. Conclusions
Interest in research into context-aware systems has increased
lately, since they are becoming one of the main new challenges
of computer science, and particularly of artiﬁcial intelligence. As
applications are expected to provide a quality of service to users,
they have to be able to adapt to context changes. The Appear Context Engine is a good context management solution as it provides
for running a KBS on dynamically updated information about user
location and statically deﬁned information about the user proﬁle.
In our context aware system, the different functionalities are
distributed into speciﬁc modules to guarantee the most efﬁcient
and adapted service to the user. Two subsystems have been deﬁned that carry out sensing and rendering functions, contextaware web services management, context information is captured,
updated, managed and stored by means of the interaction between
the different modules in the three layers. The Appear IQ Platform
has been integrated for the web services management, dealing
with the different processes that are required to implement this
layer.
Our contribution in this paper is the deﬁnition of a KBS for a
realistic scenario according to the CKADS methodology and conceptual modeling language (CML) in order to formally represent
contextual information for the Appear platform. Linking a methodological approach (CKADS) to the development of the Knowledge
base while this knowledge base is integrated in a commercial,
extensively used platform (Appear) and proposing a user centered
evaluation method (quantitative and qualitative) for contextaware systems is an innovative and relevant contribution to the
state of the art.
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First, we ﬁrst deﬁned the domain knowledge layer as a set of 22
concepts with their respective attributes and relationships. Additionally, we modeled the set of production rules as an inference
structure that deals dynamically with the system input/output
behavior. In this inference layer we described how the concepts
and relationships are assigned to declarative speciﬁcations of dynamic roles. Finally, these inferences were ﬁred in a sequential order deﬁned by a control structure corresponding to one of the task
templates suggested by CKADS. Particularly, we consider our problem to be a special case of an assessment task template, where an
assessment problem consists of ﬁnding a decision category for a
case based on domain-speciﬁc norms.
Next we showed step-by-step how Appear was effectively conﬁgured to implement the KBS designed according to CKADS principles. Furthermore, the KBS was validated running a simulated
example of an airport use case. And ﬁnally, we propose an evaluation method of context-aware systems from a user-centered perspective, that can be applied to our case of use.
Therefore, we have design, implement and propose a way to
evaluate a prototype of a realistic context-aware system that integrates a KBS (formally designed with CKADS methotodology) into a
commercial, extensively-used location platform like Appear. This
contribution is then a signiﬁcant step towards the integration of
soundly obtained KBS in context-aware systems to be applied in
real-world environments.
We have also additional lines of research related to this work
that includes a dialog system to our context-aware system to provide a natural and intelligent interaction of the user by means of an
advanced speech-based interface [19]. And a further issue of interest for us is the inclusion of agent technology to distribute the contextual information instead of using Appear platform and ﬁnally
compare results of both approachs [33].
Additionally since obtaining experimental results from a comparison of context-aware systems is not yet possible (current context-aware systems are too adhoc different to be implemented in a
single testing domain), implementing a testbed for experimentation in context-aware systems is also a future work for us. Such
kind of testbed would allow a fair comparison among heterogeneous implementations of context-aware systems given a number
and distribution of sensors providing services and a automaticallygenerated number of moving users consuming services.
Likewise, a qualitative comparison is also hard to outline since
many of the published does not include any performance, evaluation, implementation details, etc. While some context-aware systems are focused on quality of context data instead of the system it
self [8,23,10], others provide toolkits to facilitate the implementation of context-aware systems [14,21], or running platforms such
as [43,28], a few of them use explicit KBS such as [9,1], we are the
ﬁrst researchers who propose a methodological approach to build
KBS for context aware systems that can be integrated into a commercial, real location platform such as Appear.
As future work it would be interesting to include an adaptation
of our methodology to be used with CARE [4] speciﬁcations. Also
include algorithms to predict user behavior as in [5] or [39].
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